We study the rate of uniform approximation by Norlund means of the rectangular partial sums of the double Fourier series of a function 1(-u, r) belonging to the class Lipcc, 0 < LY < 1, on the two-dimensional torus -rt < .x, y < rr. As a special case we obtain the rate of uniform approximation by double Cesaro means.
N~RLUND SUMMABILITY OF DOUBLE NUMERICAL SEQUENCES
Let 9' = { plk : j, k = 0, l,... } be a double sequence of nonnegative numbers, poo > 0. Set We say that the Norlund method generated by ,b, or simply the ./Pmethod of summability, is regular if whenever s,,,,~ tends to a finite limit s as ~1, n + x; and the s,,,,, are bounded for M, II = 0. l...., then t ,,,,, also tends to the same limit s as ~1, n + CYI. 
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We say that the function / satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order z > 0. in symbols ,f'~ Lipr, if 6 Ch' (6>0) (2.5) with a constant c' independent of 6. The quantity w(6;f') is called the (total) modulus of continuity of ,fI As usual, we consider ,f as defined over the two-dimensional real Euclidean space R" extended periodically in each variable (with period 2n). Here the first inequality is the Minkowski one, while the second is trivial. Condition (2.6) obviously yields I4,,(.6 211 dc(lJl"+ IfI").
During the proofs we actually use inequality (2.7) which is, in certain cases, weaker than (2.6).
MAIN RESULTS
We will use the notations Am~,l, = ~,n -P,+ ,.k, A,,, P,k = P,r -P;.l, + I. (m, n=o, l).,. ).
In the sequel, we need the opposite inequality:
This condition is satisfied, for example, if plr has a power growth both inj and in k; i.e., P,~ = (j + 1 )"(k + 1); for some /I, y 2 0. THEOREM 2. Let {plk 3 0: ,j, k = 0, l,...; poo> 0} be a nonincreasing double sequence such that A,, P,~ is of,fixed sign. If ,f E Lipcc, 0 < CI < 1, then and the right-hand side of (3.8) reduces to that of (3.6). 
ESTIMATION OF THE N~RLUND KERNEL
We will use some well-known estimates. From (4.3), the'fact that plk is nonincreasing in j, and that l/s < (T + 1, we can conclude that j 2 ~,.~~~ksin(mi+~)s~~P.Pr+l.n k ,=rr+1 s Now, the combination of (4.1 l), (4.12), and (4.14) provides (4.1Oii). Equation (4.lOiii) can be deduced similarly.
To prove (4.lOiv), by (4.2) we begin with the inequality Proof of' Tlworrm 2. We use decomposition (5.1 ) with 4 ,,,,, and r ,,,, / replaced by x/(n? + I ) and rr/(n + I ), respectively. For brevity, we denote by &,, the quantity in braces on the right-hand side of (3.8).
By ( Using the identity .I$ (k + 1) P,.,, k = i "f" p,rr k=rl k=O r="
we can write 1 A=(n+l)P,,,,,,:,,(I+l)"+l,=,,,=o~="P,f 2 l i i "Ck The second sum in the right-hand side of (5.8) can be dominated in a similar manner:
